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Confidence, or “playing with your eyes,” can be the difference between making par and a

bogey, one-putting and three-putting, winning and losing. To help readers revolutionize their

own course management and mental game, Rotella relates stories of the game’s legendary

figures, from Byron Nelson’s unsurpassed streak of eleven wins in a row and seventeen wins in

a year in 1945 to inspirational rounds in the careers of Brad Faxon, Tom Kite, and Davis Love

III. Rotella tells of golfers playing when the pressure is most intense and confidence most

required, and depicts in detail their most personal thoughts and challenges. In essence, Rotella

allows the reader not only to get inside the ropes but also to get inside the heads of the game’s

greatest players in their most important moments.In this highly instructional and motivational

book, Rotella shows all golfers how they can use the same mental processes to achieve their

own dreams, taking every bit as much joy from their triumphs as Tom Kite did in his US Open

win at Pebble Beach. Filled with lore about the great players, great courses, and great

tournaments, Golf Is a Game of Confidence inspires golfers to reach new heights in their

games and their lives.

About the AuthorDr. Bob Rotella is the bestselling author of a dozen books, including Golf Is

Not a Game of Perfect, The Unstoppable Golfer, and How Champions Think. He was the

director of sport psychology for twenty years at the University of Virginia, where his reputation

grew as the expert champions talked to him about the mental aspects of their game. Rotella

was a consultant multiple times to the United States Ryder Cup Team. His golf client list

includes Hall of Famers Pat Bradley, Tom Kite, Davis Love III, and Nick Price, as well as many

of today’s stars, such as Justin Thomas, Darren Clarke, Jim Furyk, Padraig Harrington, Brad

Faxon, and Rory McIlroy. A long-time consultant to Golf Digest, he lives in Virginia with his wife,

Darlene.Bob Cullen is the co-author, with Dr. Bob Rotella, of Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect and

other best-selling works on the mental game. A former contributing editor at Travel & Leisure

Golf, he has reported on courses from datelines as diverse as Slovenia, Kazakhstan, Russia,

and Iran.From the Back CoverConfidence, or "playing with your eyes", can be the difference

between making par and a bogey, one-putting and three-putting, winning and losing. To help

readers revolutionize their own course management and mental game, Rotella relates stories

of the game's legendary figures, from Byron Nelson's unsurpassed streak of eleven wins in a

row and seventeen wins in a year in 1945 to inspirational rounds in the careers of Brad Faxon,

Tom Kite, and Davis Love III. Rotella tells of golfers playing when the pressure is most intense

and confidence most required, and depicts in detail their most personal thoughts and

challenges. In essence, Rotella allows the reader not only to get inside the ropes but also to

get inside the heads of the game's greatest players in their most important moments. In this

highly instructional and motivational book, Rotella shows all golfers how they can use the same

mental processes to achieve their own dreams, taking every bit as much joy from their triumphs

as Tom Kite did in his U.S. Open win at Pebble Beach. Filled with lore about the great players,

great courses, and great tournaments, Golf Is a Game of Confidence inspires golfers to reach

new heights in their games and their lives. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.From Publishers WeeklyDirector of sports psychology at the University of

Virginia, Rotella (Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect) writing with freelancer Cullen, offers advice not

unlike that preached by Harvey Penick, which is to visualize each shot before it is made. But he



has other words of wisdom as well: have an overall game plan; practice enough so that in

tourney play it is almost automatic; learn when to be patient and when to be aggressive; and,

above all, have fun. Rotella illustrates his lessons with chapters based on 18 golfers he has

worked or talked with, some famous like Byron Nelson, Pat Bradley, Davis Love III and Tom

Kite, but others less well known, like a New Jersey accountant who finally broke 80, a Virginian

who won that state's Senior Amateur tournament and his own father, whom he introduced to

the game at age 63. He also has observations on controlling anger, bouncing back from defeat,

coping with near-disabling illness and learning confidence. Links addicts at any level can learn

from Rotella's recommendations.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistIf golf is 90 percent

walking, 9 percent talking, and 1 percent swinging, the other half--as Yogi Berra would say--is

mental. Hence the abundance of head-game advice, to which golf psychologist Rotella, author

of the popular Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect (1995), adds this collection of 18 case histories.

Though his "patients" range from pros like Brad Faxon and Davis Love to unknown hackers,

Rotella supplies the same prescription for them all: "Confidence is playing with your eyes." He

explains what he means by this aphorism through the experiences of his patients, all of whom

learn that the mental side of the game drives the physical. An inspirational illustration of the

problems and possibilities that every golfer faces. Gilbert Taylor --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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RulesIntroductionGOLFERS SOMETIMES ASK ME FOR MY DEFINITION OF CONFIDENCE.

I’ve been fortunate enough to spend more than twenty years working with athletes as a head

coach, a trainer of the mind. For about a dozen of those years, I’ve been teaching and

coaching professional golfers. Here is one of the best definitions I’ve come up with:Confidence

is playing with your eyes.I hear this from athletes in all sports with targets. Think of the shooter

on a roll in basketball. She just looks at the basket and lets it go. Think of a great pitcher when

he’s sharp. He looks at the catcher’s mitt and throws it in there. Think of the trap shooter. He

squints at the clay disc and squeezes the trigger.The eye of the confident athlete zeroes in on

the objective. The brain and the rest of the body simply react. The basketball shooter doesn’t

give herself a lecture on the mechanics of pushing a ball through the air. The pitcher doesn’t

mentally rehearse the motions of shoulder, arm, elbow, wrist, and finger that produce a slider.

The trap shooter needn’t ponder how to coordinate the movements of his torso and his trigger

finger.Confident athletes let their brains and nervous systems perform the skills they have



rehearsed and mastered—without interference from the conscious mind.So it should be with

the golfer. The confident golfer sees where he wants the ball to go. Sometimes, even after he

turns his eyes back to the ball, he continues to see the target with his “mind’s eye.” He lets his

body swing the club. The more confident he is, the better the chance the ball will go there.I

don’t know why this is so. I know only that this is the way the human organism was created to

function and the way it functions best.Of course, if everyone were endowed with an abundant,

constant supply of confidence, my profession would not exist. But not everyone is.Most golfers

experience confidence only occasionally and only haphazardly. They normally play in a state of

barely repressed tension. Their swings and scores reflect it. But now and again, for reasons

they do not understand, things fall into place. They hit a couple of good shots, sink a putt or

two, and suddenly they feel confident. They begin playing with their eyes, hitting the ball to the

target, and they experience golf on an entirely different level. They string pars and birdies

together. They glimpse their potential as golfers.Inevitably, though, the swing falls out of the

slot, or a couple of putts slide by the hole, and the spell of confidence ends. These golfers do

not control its departure, any more than they control the passing of a thunderstorm over the

course. They finish their rounds with their old golf games, warm but wistful memories of their

hot streaks, and a gnawing sense of frustration.The golfers I work with refuse to wait until

confidence descends upon them. Most of them are professionals whose dreams and

livelihoods depend on finding a way to play confidently. Some are amateurs, from scratch

players to high handicappers, who simply want to play golf as well as they can. They

understand that this requires confidence.In all sports, confidence separates winners from also-

rans. The best athletes combine confidence with physical competence. But every smart coach

I’ve ever known, if he has to choose between a competent athlete who lacks confidence and

an athlete of lesser physical gifts whose mind is ready to maximize his potential, who is

confident, will pick the confident player.I teach all golfers that they are endowed with free will.

They can control their thoughts. In fact, they are responsible for their thoughts. They can

choose to think confidently. They can take this confidence with them every time they go to the

golf course, and they can have it from their first swing to their last.But it takes an honest

commitment to develop confidence.I have found that simply stating this premise does not

persuade a lot of people. They are not accustomed to thinking the way great golfers think. They

can’t believe confidence is something they can learn and control.Some of them, in truth, see

confidence as a form of self-deception. I frequently meet people who tell me that dwelling on

thoughts of what they want to happen—another good definition of confidence—is unrealistic.

To me, they’ve just found a rationalization for the thoughts that defeat them.I believe that

confident thinking, about golf or anything else, is just being honest about where you’re capable

of going. It at least gives you a chance to find out what you can attain.Some golfers tell me it’s

too hard to stay positive and confident. They may try it for a while, but they give it up when they

run into adversity.I reply that it may seem easier to be negative in the short run. But in the long

run you’re going to waste a lot more energy being negative. You’ll flail away at the game, but

you’ll never find out how good you could have been. So the truth of the matter is, if you intend

to invest time and energy in golf, it’s a lot easier to be positive.I’ve found that stories teach

more effectively than do lectures on theory. So I’ve assembled eighteen stories about players I

have known and worked with: eighteen holes, if you will, of a golf course. Some of these

players have recorded extraordinary achievements in major championships, like the 8 and 7

thrashing Paul Runyan administered to the great Sam Snead in the 1938 PGA or the 66 Davis

Love shot in the final round of the 1995 Masters. Some have just broken 90 or 80 for the first

time. These accomplishments, to them, were just as sweet as Davis’s 66.These eighteen



golfers have two things in common. They love the game. And they all have something to teach

you about confidence, about playing with your eyes.No. 1How Brad Faxon Stayed in the

Present THE FIRST HOLE AT THE RIVIERA COUNTRY CLUB IN LOS ANGELES presents a

lot of choices. It’s a great starting hole, a 501-yard par five. The tee sits eighty feet above the

fairway, giving the player a panoramic view of the verdant canyon where the course is situated.

For the members, this elevation provides the comforting assurance that the first shot will at

least get up in the air. And it means that even if their first couple of strokes are hit with irons or

fairway woods, are the product of stiff muscles, and don’t go particularly far, they still have a

chance to reach the green in regulation and get started with a par.But to Brad Faxon, standing

on that elevated tee at the beginning of the last round of the 1995 PGA Championship, No. 1

looked much more challenging. Brad had played well the first three days of the tournament,

getting to five strokes under par. But some twenty golfers had played better; the leader, Ernie

Els, was eleven strokes ahead. Brad wants to play well in all the tournaments he enters,

particularly majors, but the 1995 PGA was especially important. It was the last opportunity to

earn points for the Ryder Cup team, and Brad had been dreaming of playing in the Ryder Cup

for a long time. As the tournament began, he was fourteenth in the standings, a few hundred

points away from the top ten and a spot on the team. The math was complicated, and nothing

would be settled until the last strokes had been played Sunday. But in essence, the situation

was simple. To earn enough points to make the team, Brad had to play not just an excellent

round but a superb one, a round that would vault him past at least a dozen players and into the

top five.He faced, in short, one of the great challenges of the game. Could he produce his best

golf when he most wanted to produce it?Brad and the thousands of spectators in the canyon

below knew that if he were to make the Ryder Cup team, he could hardly afford to start with a

comfortable par on No. 1. He wanted to birdie the hole, to eagle it if possible. Doing that would

require a long, accurate drive off the tee. But using the driver would bring into play the out-of-

bounds stakes that line the left side of the hole and the trees that line the right. He would have

to hit the fairway, because trying to reach the green in two from the thick kikuyu grass rough

was foolhardy. Without backspin, the ball would never hold the green. So his driver would have

to be hit nearly perfectly. It would have to be hit with confidence.FORTUNATELY, BRAD HAD

been preparing to hit that driver for a long time. When I first started working with him, in the late

1980s, he was a young player with a deft short game and an extraordinary mind. Brad is one of

the most enthusiastic, optimistic, and playful human beings I have ever encountered. He loves

playing games of all kinds, and he is very creative. But he lacked confidence in his driver.

When he mishit a wedge or a putt, as even the best players do, he had no trouble forgetting it

and believing that the next shot would go in. But when he sprayed a drive off the tee, he felt as

if all the energy had been sucked out of his body. Thereafter, the club felt suspect in his

hands.We worked for several years on this problem. To begin with, Brad hit a lot of 3-woods off

tees where his fellow competitors hit drivers, sacrificing distance for the sake of confidence. He

worked with a swing instructor to fix some minor flaws in his mechanics. He worked at

developing the discipline to savor and remember his good drives and the patience to wait as

his driving improved. Gradually, he became more confident, and in 1992, he broke through to

win twice and finish eighth on the money list. He still was, and probably always will be, most

confident with a wedge or putter in his hands. Even the best players find that certain facets of

the game come easily to them; they must work at trusting others. But Brad had begun to relish

hitting his driver again.And Brad had done some intelligent things to prepare himself during the

week of the PGA Several times, after leaving the course, he met some friends and went

Rollerblading alongside the beaches from Santa Monica to Muscle Beach and Venice—as



much as twenty miles round trip. It’s probably safe to assume that Bobby Jones, Ben Hogan,

and Jack Nicklaus never went Rollerblading during the week of a major championship. It’s not a

traditional form of golf preparation. But Brad likes the exercise, he likes the fresh air, and he

likes the company of the friends he makes in abundance as he travels the circuit. And he’s

good enough to be confident that he won’t fall and hurt himself. Most important, Rollerblading

is fun; it relaxes him.In my experience, a player who spends every minute at a tournament site,

beating balls and worrying, trying to grind his way to a peak performance, is likely to do worse

than the player who looks at preparation as a long-term process, who gets in a reasonable

amount of practice at the tournament site, and then finds a way to relax and forget about

golf.Brad also chose to dwell on thoughts that would help him. He had not played particularly

well in the weeks preceding the tournament. He started well in the British Open, but finished

fifteenth. Then he went home to New England to play in the New England Classic. By chance,

he was paired the first two days with Lanny Wadkins, the Ryder Cup captain. He wanted very

much to impress Wadkins, and he put a lot of extra pressure on himself. He missed the cut. He

made the cut the next week, at the Buick Open, but he finished back in the pack. Nevertheless,

as he headed to California, Brad thought he was playing well. He simply wasn’t pulling his

game together and scoring.Fortunately, he’s always liked Riviera. It’s a course whose holes are

visible; there are no blind shots. The architect, George Thomas, believed in confronting a

player with challenges rather than surprising him. Brad feels most comfortable on a tee that

helps him visualize the shape of the shot he wants to hit, and at Riviera, the design clearly

suggests fades on some holes and draws on others. He reminded himself that he likes the

course.The Riviera greens were still soft from a partly successful reconstruction job during the

previous year. Brad knew that they were bound to spike up, and that lots of players would gripe

about it. He decided to think of that as an advantage. If he could will himself to take the greens

as he found them, without complaint, he would have a huge advantage over all the players who

would whine, moan, and convince themselves that the condition of the greens meant they

weren’t going to make any putts.As we often do, Brad and I took a walk together on the eve of

the tournament’s final round. This time, it was a short walk, up a staircase at the home of a

friend, Peter Lomenzo, to a little deck with a bench and a view of the Pacific. We sat and talked.

He knows by now that there are no magic words, no parlor tricks that a sports psychologist can

perform to put a player into the right frame of mind before a crucial round. He knows that there

are no startling new breakthroughs in behavioral science that I can reveal to help him to play

better. He knows, and even enjoys, the fact that our conversation will revolve around two basic

and interrelated ideas that we have discussed many times before. One is staying in the

present. The second is committing to the process. A large part of this book will be devoted to

elaborating on those two ideas.Staying in the present sounds simple, so simple that even some

teaching professionals can’t understand how it can be difficult. I did a clinic recently for PGA

members in the Boston area. One of them raised his hand and asked a question.“What’s the

big deal about staying in the present?” he wanted to know. “How can it be hard for tour players

to keep their minds in the present on Sunday?”I asked him whether he played many

tournaments himself. He said no. I asked what his name was. Let’s say that he said “Joe.”‘Okay,

Joe,” I continued. “Who do you think is the sexiest woman in America?”Without hesitating

much, he named Cindy Crawford.“Wow, Joe,” I said. “What an incredible coincidence! As I was

leaving my hotel this morning, the phone rang and it was Cindy. She told me you’d be at my

workshop today. She wanted me to tell you that she wants very much to meet you afterwards.

She’s in room 201, and she said that precisely at seven o’clock, she’ll be slipping out of her

bath and into something more comfortable. That’s when she wants you to be there. She wants



to take maybe half an hour for a little conversation, and then from seven-thirty till ten, she

wants to make mad, passionate love to you.”Joe was blushing.“But there’s one catch, Joe,” I

went on. “If at anytime between now and seven-thirty you think about her, the deal’s off.”“That’s

impossible,” Joe managed to say.“And you’ve only been thinking about Cindy for five minutes,” I

replied. “These guys have been dreaming about winning golf tournaments for most of their

lives.”Then they began to understand the mental discipline a successful tour golfer needs to

stay in the present.To play golf as well as he can, a player has to focus his mind tightly on the

shot he is playing now, in the present.If the golfer thinks about anything else, that pure reaction

between the eye and the brain and the nervous system is polluted. Performance usually

suffers. This is just the way human beings are constructed.A player can’t think about what

happened to the last shot he hit, or the shot he played with the tournament on the line a week

ago. That’s thinking about the past. He can’t think about how great it would be to win the

tournament, or how terrible it would feel to blow it. That’s thinking about the future.In Brad’s

case, I told him on that Saturday night, it meant that it would do him no good to think about

how badly he had played with Lanny Wadkins in New England two weeks previously, or how

very few putts had fallen for him during the first three rounds at Riviera. That was the past.Most

especially, it would do him no good to think about making the Ryder Cup team, or the fact that

he’d probably need to shoot in the low 60s to do it. That would be thinking about results, the

future.He already knew that there was no way he could decide simply to ignore the Ryder Cup.

All summer, interest in the team had been building. The point standings were posted in every

locker room; at every tour stop, reporters asked the players in contention how they felt about it.

The Ryder Cup was an unavoidable distraction of the type that tour players have to learn to

cope with.Brad and I had already agreed that there was no way he could avoid thinking about

the Ryder Cup from time to time. But he couldn’t afford to think about it on the golf course. If

Ryder Cup thoughts occurred to him while he was competing, he had to catch himself, stop,

and return his mind to the present, to the shot at hand.Brad had resolved to turn the Ryder

Cup hubbub into an asset instead of a distraction. Every time someone asked him about it, he

would answer that, yes, he wanted to make the team; as he did so, he would remind himself

that his best chance of doing that lay in keeping his mind in the present, focused on the shot

ahead, every time he competed.Throughout the week of the PGA, he made certain to avoid

falling into the trap of trying to calculate where he stood in relation to the other players with a

chance to make the team and what he would have to shoot to beat them. Trying to sort that out

would have taken his mind so far afield that he might never have found his way back. When he

teed off on Sunday morning, he was deliberately unaware of what place he was in.I told Brad

on that Saturday evening that he was doing everything right with his mind. He just had to be

patient and trust that the results would come. I told him that his goal ought to be simple: to be

able to stand in front of the mirror on Sunday night with a big grin on his face, able to tell

himself that he had trusted his swing all day, that he had had fun playing a meaningful round of

golf.And then I said good-bye and got ready to catch an early flight from Los Angeles on

Sunday morning. One of the great things about golf is that once a player steps onto the first

tee, no coach, no swing doctor, and no sports psychologist can help him. He is alone with his

mind and his caddie. He has to do it himself. I watched on television what Brad did in the last

round of the PGA.STANDING ON THE first tee, Brad told me later, he immersed his mind in

the process of hitting good shots. The process varies from player to player. Some players

visualize the shots they want to hit and see everything about them—the flight, the trajectory,

the bounce, and the roll—in their mind’s eye. Some players don’t visualize. They simply identify

a target, then think about the ball going there. Others just look at the target and react.But a



player who is committed to the process of hitting good shots will never draw a dub back until he

knows where he wants the ball to go and believes that the club in his hands will send it

there.Good players typically have a physical routine wrapped around this mental process to

make sure their alignment and posture are consistently correct. Physical routines can vary.

Brad, for example, sometimes takes a practice swing and sometimes doesn’t. But the mental

routine at the heart of the process cannot vary.Brad had, in fact, been thinking about the first

drive since going to bed Saturday night. He had seen the shot he wanted over and over again.

He stepped up, addressed the ball, and replicated the shot he had seen in his mind. The ball

flew straight and far, hung up against the sky, and then dropped into the middle of the fairway,

three hundred yards out. He felt a surge of excitement as he walked down the hill to the fairway

below.Brad’s caddie, Cubby Burke, set the bag on the fairway and gave him the yardage. He

had 195 yards to carry the big sand bunker that guarded the front right portion of the green,

where the hole was cut. He had 201 yards to the hole. The wind, as it generally does at

Riviera, was coming off the nearby Pacific, blowing softly from right to left.It would, Brad knew,

be a 4-iron shot under normal conditions. But these were not normal conditions. He could feel

the adrenaline pumping. His first instinct was to hit a hard 5-iron, with a draw, right over the

trap.Just to see what Cubby thought, Brad asked him.“Solid four,” Cubby suggested.Brad knew

Cubby couldn’t tell how excited he felt, how strong.“Cub, I’m going to hit a hard draw, with a

five,” he said.“Well,” said Cubby, pulling out the 5-iron. “See your shot. You know what you want

to do with it.”This is one reason why Cubby is a good caddie. Some caddies take great pride in

their job of measuring yardage and recommending clubs, so much so that when the golfer

wants to go against their recommendations, they argue. Cubby knows that the best thing he

can do for Brad is to help him feel decisive before every shot. He said the right thing.Brad went

through his process again and swung. The shot was flawless, exactly as Brad had envisioned

it, a shot that started high, drew into the pin, and cleared the bunker with a few yards to spare.

It rolled to a stop about fifteen feet past the hole.Walking onto the green, Brad was pleased.

The putting surface had dried out and firmed up somewhat since Saturday. A mid-iron that

carried the bunker and reached the green was bound to roll some. He had put it about as close

to the pin as he possibly could.Now he faced an eagle putt. If there was one thing Brad had

found fault with in his play for the first few days, it was his putting. He had not, he felt, been free

enough.When I speak of a player being loose and free on the putting green, I don’t mean

careless. But most players err in the other direction. They don’t trust their instincts and abilities.

They doubt whether they’ve read the green correctly. They try to force the clubhead to stay on

line. They try to steer the ball into the hole. They putt worse by being too careful than they

would if they were careless.When Brad is putting well, he comes close to having the ideal

mind. He never thinks about speed. He feels that thinking about speed is like thinking about

how far to throw a ball when you’re playing catch. The outcome is likely to be an awkward toss.

In the same way, thoughts like “Don’t run it too far past” or “Get it there” lead to lots of three-

putts.Brad’s putting process starts with a thorough examination of the green. On a day when he

is particularly sharp, he can see at a glance things that most golfers would never notice—the

grain, how closely the grass has been cut, patches where the grass is a few millimeters longer

than others. He gauges the slope. Sometimes he gets Cubby’s input. He is looking for the line

on which the ball will roll into the hole. As soon as he thinks he has that line, he steps over the

ball, makes a practice swing or two if he feels the need for it, and then lets the putt go, trusting

his first instincts.Once he’s over a putt, Brad doesn’t think specifically about getting the ball into

the hole. He’s already picked out a line that he’s convinced will do that. He concentrates

narrowly on the task at hand—getting the ball rolling well on the line he has selected. Then he



waits to see what happens, letting the green take care of everything else. He knows that when

his mind is right, his system and his senses will take care of touch and direction much better

than he would if he tried consciously to control those variables.Conversely, when a golfer thinks

about results instead of process, the mind doesn’t know where the hole is.On the first hole at

Riviera, Brad’s eagle putt went right into the hole.He was on his way. And he was brimming

with confidence.Some people might say that it’s easy to be confident when you’ve just holed an

eagle putt. But what if the putt had missed?To be sure, success breeds confidence. But great

players don’t depend on success at the first green for their confidence. They strive to maintain

the same attitude whether or not the first putt falls. Brad, for instance, deliberately avoids

measuring how well he is putting by how many putts fall. He knows that too many variables,

some of them beyond his control, can influence that. He tries to monitor whether he is putting

confidently and getting the ball rolling well on his intended line. If he does that, and the ball

comes close to the hole, he feels that he is putting well. If the first one or two don’t fall, he

believes that only increases the chances that the third or fourth ones will.Still, it was great to

nail that first putt.No. 2 at Riviera is the toughest hole on the course, a 460-yard par four that

calls for a long fade off the tee and a long iron second shot to a narrow green. Again, Brad

shaped his shots just as he envisioned them. But this time his 22-foot birdie putt ran just past

the edge.At the third, Brad again drove into the fairway» This time, he found himself

somewhere between a 7-iron and a 6-iron. Without much thought, he asked for the six. Brad

was playing by feel, trusting his instincts. His instincts at No. 1 had told him to take less club, to

hit the hard 5-iron. At No. 3, they told him to hit a little six and not to work the ball, to go straight

for the pin over a bunker.Brad was smart enough to trust himself and go with his instincts. He

knows that being trusting and decisive have more to do with the success of a shot than

calibrating the distance. Almost invariably, a player’s second thought about club selection is

based on doubt. Predictably enough, it rarely works as well as the first idea.Brad’s 6-iron went

dead straight and stopped five feet from the hole. His playing partner, Jose Maria Olazabal,

was a foot outside him, and Brad got a good read from watching Olazabal’s putt.Lining up that

putt, for the first time that day he let his mind wander from the present. He thought, for a

moment, that if he made the putt he would be three under after just three holes, off to a brilliant

start.Some people have the impression that players with great minds never experience

distracting thoughts, doubts, or fears. As a matter of fact, they do. Brad is no exception. Players

with great minds don’t stay in the present on every shot; they only strive to. The good ones

constantly monitor themselves and catch themselves when their minds start to wander. This is

what Brad did. He reminded himself to get back into his putting process. He used a physical cue

—lining up the “Tour Balata” line on his Titleist with the line on which he intended to roll the

putt. And he knocked it in.He parred the fourth, a 230-yard par three. At the fifth tee, he pulled

out his 3-wood to play a 419-yard par four.This choice suggests the difference between a

confident player and a reckless player. Brad was hitting his driver beautifully; there was no

question about his confidence. But No. 5 is a tight hole, with out-of-bounds right and trees left.

Brad was playing with a game plan, and the plan called for a 3-wood. He had the discipline to

stick with his plan.We’ll consider game plans in more detail later on. Suffice it to say now that a

good game plan helps a player to swing confidently and decisively, because he knows he’s

already made the most rational, intelligent strategy choices.He hooked his tee shot at No. 5,

into the first cut of rough. But the 3-wood did its job, leaving him short of more serious trouble

and able to play a 7-iron into the green, which he did, leaving himself a 30-foot putt. Brad had

not been making many 30-footers during the tournament, but as he lined this one up, he was

thinking he was due to make one. He got the ball rolling on his intended line and at the last



moment, it dove left, into the hole. He was four under for the day.No. 6 is Riviera’s signature

hole, a 175-yard par three with a little pot bunker in the middle of the green. In practice, this

means that the hole has alternate greens, one to the left of the bunker and one to the right.

The pin on this day was back left. Brad could immediately see the perfect shot—a 6-iron,

starting at the left edge of the pot bunker and drawing in toward the flag. He hit it and left

himself a 15-foot putt with a right-to-left break.The cup, he could see, was cut into a slope. And

the green looked shaggier to him. He sensed that this putt would be a little slower than the

previous ones. Again, he hit it perfectly. Again, it went in.That birdie brought some new

potential distractions. The crowd roared, and he could see that his gallery was beginning to

swell. He glanced at a leader board and saw that his name was on it. He had jumped from five

under to ten under, and he had moved up into the middle of the top ten.I don’t generally

recommend that players look at leader boards during a round. I think it takes them out of the

present and diverts their minds into thoughts about results, outcomes, and other things that

can do them no good. But some players look at them anyway; sometimes they’re unavoidable. I

tell them that if they’re going to do it, they had better be prepared to ward off any distraction

and return to the kind of thinking that got their names up there to begin with.I’m not the only

one who recommends this, and golf is not the only sport where it’s a good idea. A couple of

years ago, I was in Phoenix with Billy Mayfair, and we had sideline passes to the Fiesta Bowl.

Notre Dame fell behind in the first half. We listened to what Lou Holtz told the team at

halftime.“Okay, guys, I don’t want anyone looking at the scoreboard,” Holtz said.The principle is

the same.AS THE RIVIERA crowd roared, Brad could feel his body responding, starting to feel

more nervous and excited. At the same time, he felt acutely sensitive to everything around him.

He hit a 3-wood off the tee at No. 7, a 408-yard par four, and left himself 151 yards to the pin.

The wind was at his back and he felt strong. He hit a 9-iron. So sharp was his feel for the ball

that while it was in the air, he thought it might be a bit short, and he said “go” to it. It landed

three feet short of the hole. The putt had a six-inch break. Brad knew better than to linger over

it, to think too much, and to get careful. He stroked it in.Now the crowd was big and loud, and

his friends in the gallery were screaming. He could see people who had been watching other

pairings streaming toward the eighth tee. He felt buoyed by the noise and excitement.Brad,

again following his game plan, pulled out a 3-wood. No. 8 is a tight 370-yard par 4 with

overhanging trees blocking approaches from the right edge of the fairway. Brad played down

the left side, but he hit the ball a little too hard. He was in the rough with a decent lie, but

without much chance to spin his approach.His wedge flew up from the rough, wobbled a little in

the air, and bounced once in the kikuyu rough before rolling onto the green and stopping eight

feet from the hole. The crowd roared, thinking that Brad had planned it that way.Now

distractions were assaulting Brad’s mind. He thought that making the putt would move him to

seven under for the day, and perhaps into the tournament’s top five. Not coincidentally, for the

first time that day, he overread a putt. He played a break that wasn’t there, and the ball slid by

the hole.He walked to the ninth tee. Spectators clapped him on the back, told him how well he

was doing. The breeze was again at his back and he aimed his drive at the pair of bunkers that

guard the fairway. Someone in the crowd told the ball to hurry, but Brad knew there was no

need. His ball carried about 280 yards, well over both bunkers, and left him between a 9-iron

and a wedge to the green. He hit the 9-iron about twenty-five feet past the hole.He had another

birdie putt, and now he could not ignore the physical symptoms of nerves. His fingers and

hands were tingling. The yelling of the crowd rang in his ears.I teach players to welcome these

nervous symptoms rather than fear them. They work and practice all their lives to make it to a

situation like the one Brad was in, a situation that gets the adrenaline flowing. Nerves will only



make them choke if they fear the symptoms and start to focus their attention on their hands

rather than on their targets, if they start to worry and wonder why their hands are shaking.

Once they do that, players tend to tell themselves that they can’t putt with shaking hands. They

have to remember that lots of tournaments have been won by players in that condition.Brad

welcomed his symptoms, and rolled the birdie putt. It seemed to have missed, but it was

breaking so sharply at the end that it half turned around and fell in at the top of the hole.The

crowd, in this situation at a major championship, becomes part of the action. It emitted a roar

unlike any Brad had ever heard for himself. He jabbed at the sky with his fist. He got goose

bumps. His heart started to pound. He had gone out in 28 strokes. It was the lowest nine-hole

total ever in a major championship.As Brad walked off the green, spectators yelled things like

“Ryder Cup!” and “59!” Someone close to the path where the players walk got in his face and

said, “You could win this thing.”Fortunately, Brad has always liked playing for a gallery. He has

spent his entire career making friends with the people who watch him play; as a consequence,

the fans almost always are pulling for him. Some players find that a big crowd makes them

want to avoid mistakes, avoid being ridiculed. A big crowd turns Brad into an entertainer. He

feeds off its energy.But he had to be careful not to let the gallery’s support turn his mind away

from the present. There was more than enough temptation to do that in any case. As Brad

made the turn, the leaders were just starting their round, passing by him on adjoining fairways.

As he glanced at them, the notion that he could win the tournament flashed through his

mind.Brad worked hard not to get carried away by the excitement. At No. 10, a 315-yard par

four, he opted for a 3-iron off the tee, because the wind was not helping him, although he knew

that some of the big hitters would try to drive the green. His sand wedge second from 80 yards

out in the fairway was 10 feet short of the hole, and he missed his birdie putt.At No. 11, the

wind was behind him and he decided to try to reach the green, 564 yards away, in two shots.

His drive was perfect, finding the narrow landing area about 285 yards out. He crushed a 3-

wood that carried 245 yards and bounced up to the green. The eagle putt stayed out this time,

but the birdie pulled him to eight under for the day and 13 under for the tournament.Now he let

his thoughts edge ahead of himself. After two strong shots at No. 12, he had an eight-foot

birdie putt. But as he told me later, with his characteristic humor, “I thought about a bunch of

other things—going to nine under, winning the tournament, my acceptance speech.”The hard

fact is, any player on the back nine who’s thinking about his acceptance speech is not likely to

have a chance to deliver it. He pulled the birdie putt, missing by four inches. The crowd gasped

as if the putt had just missed, but Brad knew he had hit it badly. Four inches on an eight-foot

putt is a canyonsized miss for a player of his caliber.Then he did the only thing he could do in

the circumstances. He quietly laughed at himself for allowing all the extraneous influences to

affect him. And he began working to draw his attention back to where it had to be.He did a

good job parring Nos. 13 and 14, and now there were two conflicting thoughts running through

his mind. Don’t, he told himself, let a couple of missed birdie putts discourage you. Stay with

the process. Stay in the present. But at the same time, he was thinking that he had only four

holes left. He needed some birdies to make a run at the championship.No. 15 is one of the

toughest holes on the back side, a 447-yard dogleg right. Still feeling powerful, Brad blew his

drive right over the fairway bunker that marks the dogleg’s turn. Though in previous rounds he

had been hitting 3-irons and 4-irons into the green, he had only a 6-iron left. But he had the

wind in his face and a hanging lie, with the ball above his feet, the kind of situation that

promotes a hook. He pushed any thought of a hook out of his mind and decided instead to hit

what he calls a “punch-and-hold fade” into the breeze. It went where his mind had envisioned

it, leaving him a 15-foot birdie putt.His putting stroke faltered here, and he hit the putt too hard.



It was the first putt of the day, he would recall, that felt wrong leaving the putter. But his mental

mistake came on the second putt, a three-footer, downhill, with a small break to the right. He

had a clump of spike marks between his ball and the hole, and he thought about the spike

marks instead of trusting his stroke. He missed, and made bogey.Players sometimes tell me

that they can’t trust their putting stroke if they see spike marks on their line. When they do, I put

a putter shaft down on the green, across their line, and ask them to putt over it. If they hit the

ball just a little harder than normal, it jumps over the shaft and goes in the hole. Even then,

some will say the putter shaft is round and a spike mark isn’t. So I’ll take a nickel and stand it in

the turf and make them putt through that. They generally can. Spike marks don’t deflect putts

off line nearly as often as they deflect players’ minds from the trusting state they ought to be

in.Now Brad faced yet another challenge to his mental discipline. When a player in the midst of

a hot round hits a bad shot or two and makes a bogey or worse, all sorts of useless thoughts

are liable to flit through his mind: There goes 59. Or There goes the Ryder Cup. Or How could I

have missed that putt? All of those are thoughts focused on the past. The only useful thought

for Brad to entertain at that moment was about where he wanted to hit his tee shot on No.

16.As he walked to the tee, buoyed by the continuing applause and encouragement from the

gallery, Brad tried to do that. Don’t let the bogey distract you from what you’re supposed to do,

he told himself. You can still hit a good shot here.Which is what Brad did. No. 16 is an old-

fashioned kind of island green par three, the kind virtually surrounded by sand. Brad hit a 7-iron

with a draw that checked up about twenty-five feet short of the hole. Again the physical

symptoms of nerves were undeniable as he stood over the putt. Again he willed himself to

concentrate on his putting process. The ball broke hard left to right and dove in. He pumped his

fist again and moved through the roars to the tee at No. 17.He was again eight under par for

the day and he wanted another birdie. But No. 17 is a long par five, 578 yards, unreachable for

Brad. That did not undermine his belief that he could make birdie. All he wanted to do was lay

up to give himself a good wedge shot to the green, then trust his putter. He hit a fine wedge,

but it caught the slope leading to the upper tier of the green, where the pin was. A foot or two

farther and it might have been knocked stiff. But it rolled backwards, down the slope, and left

him thirty feet away. That did not bother him. He believed that he could make the next putt, and

he hit it beautifully. It stayed right on the edge of the hole. He could not believe it didn’t fall.

Days later, looking at the videotape, he still couldn’t.Standing on the tee at No. 18, he knew

that whatever slim chance he had had to win the tournament was probably gone. He had no

idea where he stood for the Ryder Cup team. He got under his drive for the first time that day,

popped it up, and left himself twenty or thirty yards short of his accustomed spot in the

eighteenth fairway. He tried to hit the same kind of hard 5-iron he’d hit at No. 1. He didn’t catch

it as well, and he wound up about five yards short of the green, looking at an uphill chip.The

eighteenth green at Riviera is in the middle of a natural grass amphitheater, and by now it was

filled with people. There was an enormous scoreboard on the hillside, and Brad looked at it. He

saw he was in fourth place. He still didn’t know exactly what he needed to do to make the

Ryder Cup team, but he knew it was extremely important to finish his round by remaining

focused until his ball was in the hole.He hit his chip a touch too hard. It rolled over the dry,

crusty back half of the green and didn’t stop until it was twelve feet past. Brad thereupon forgot

about the Ryder Cup and the standings. He thought only of making his twelve-footer.
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